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ANNOUNCEMENT
In view of the Coronavirus threat, we are suspending the publication and
distribution of the print edition of Mambalam Times until further notice. The
internet edition will be uploaded as usual - General Manager
COVID-19 case prompts barricading of
Postal Colony 2nd Street

COVID-19 STATISTICS AT
3 P.M ON APRIL 10
For live updates click the link below

https://gis.ndma.gov.in/arcgis/apps/sites/#/data

By Our Staff Reporter
Postal Colony 2nd Street (West Mambalam) was isolated as a containment zone after a
resident came down with COVID-19.
Barricades have been placed at both ends of the street to prevent the movement of residents
and vehicles.
No outsiders are allowed into the road.
Notices to this effect have been fixed on the barricades to caution people.
Health Department workers are spraying pesticides regularly and also doing daily health
check-ups.
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PHC shut temporarily after doctor
contracts COVID-19

Tamilnadu 2nd worst affected with 834
confirmed cases
By Our Staff Reporter
96 more persons tested positive for coronavirus in Tamil Nadu on April 9 and the count rose
to 834, the tally being the second highest in the country.
Within the State, Chennai leads the list with 163 cases.
Of the 834 cases, 763 were connected to ‘single source’ infection from a recent Tablighi
Jamat congregation in Delhi’s Nizamuddin West, the government said.
The Health Secretary said that so far, 1480 persons who participated in the congregation
have been traced and isolated.
By Our Staff Reporter
In all, 59,918 persons are under home quarantine, 213 in government quarantine facilities
Public
Health
Center
(Lake
View
Road, West Mambalam) was closed temporarily after a
and 2,042 under isolation in hospitals.
consulting
doctor
was
affected
with
COVID-19.
7,267 samples have been tested so far, of which 485 are under process.
The
doctor
was
also
a
consultant
in
Chennai Airport and is suspected to have caught the
The Tamilnadu government has not taken a decision on whether to extend the lockdown
infection
while
screening
passengers.
in the state.
His family members and the patients screened by him are now under home quarantine.
Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami said that a decision would be taken after
The other doctors and staff members in PHC were also scanned.
consultation with experts on the likely path that could be taken.

COVID-19 cases double in a week pan
India
In the past week, the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in India has doubled.
As on April 10, the number of confirmed cases stood at 6412, an increase of 3412 from 3,000
cases as on April 4.
The first case was detected on Jan. 30. It took 45 days for that number to reach 100,
suggesting a slow spread of the disease.
After the lockdown on March 24, the number of cases rose from 470 to 2000 within 7 days
and has since tripled to 6412 as on April 10.
Maharashtra tops the list at 21.27% with 1364 cases, followed by Tamilnadu at 13% with
834 cases.

Rs. 1 crore from MLA funds to combat
COVID-19
By Our Staff Reporter
Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami on April 7 ordered the government to use, at the
state-level, Rs. 1 crore from each MLA’s Local Area Development (MLALAD) fund to combat
COVID-19.
In a statement, the Chief Minister said that the funds will be used to prevent the spread
of novel coronavirus and for procurement of equipment and medicines.
“The state government has already permitted the MLAs, if they wish to, to spend Rs. 25
lakhs from the MLALAD fund for preventive measures and treatment.
This will continue,” he said.
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52 meat shops sealed for
violating lockdown norms
By Our Staff Reporter

Some weird events during lockdown
Unable to get liquor, man jumps into well
Depressed that he could not get alcohol to drink since the
lockdown, Manavalan (46) of Pattabiram jumped into a well
behind his house on the night of April 6.
He knew swimming and thus did not drown, but refused to
come out until he was provided with liquor.
On information, the police and fire and rescue personnel
came to the spot and brought him out of the well.

Since March 24, 52 meat shops in the city have been sealed
for violating lockdown norms including 10 shops in the
neighbourhood.
According to a Corporation official, 425 kg. of meat were
seized from the sealed shops.
They included shops not practicing social distancing norms
and for selling the meat of animals butchered outside the
__________
Corporation slaughter houses.
As per an order from Corporation Commissioner G. Prakash, Medical student demands eggs and Maggi from PM
the shops will remain sealed for three months.
Modi, gets them in 30 minutes
Unlike in the 1st week after lockdown, there were large crowds
Soumya Singh, a medical student from Karnataka’s
in the meat shops violating social distancing norms.
Mangaluru, was faced with a ‘food crisis’ amid the lockdown and
decided to tweet out to Prime Minister Narendra Modi, asking
for Maggi and eggs.
Her tweet caught the eye of Rakesh Singh, Additional Chief
Secretary of the Karnataka Urban Development Department,
who informed the COVID-19 war room in Dakshina Kannada
district. Area MP Nalin Kumar reportedly asked war room
By Our Staff Reporter
supervisor Pradyumna Rao to ferry the supplies to her.
As part of the containment zones, the Corporation has been
The food supplies landed at Soumya’s doorstep in less than
putting up temporary barricades in the streets immediately
30 minutes — for free.
close to the residences of the COVID-19 positive persons under
__________
quarantine, to restrict movement in and out of these areas.
There were 156 positive COVID-19 cases in the city as of
Statue of Unity for sale on OLX
April 8, with 33 cases in Royapuram zone comprising 22
An
anonymous
user put up an advertisement on online
clusters, followed by Thiru-Vi-Ka Nagar which has 17 cases
marketplace
OLX
trying to sell the Statue of Unity for Rs.
with 11 clusters.
Alby John Varghese (Regional Deputy Commissioner, South) 30,000 crore to raise money for health care services.
The Statue of Unity of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, India’s first
wrote in his Twitter handle that temporary barricades are
deputy
prime minister, in Gujarat, is the world’s tallest statue.
being put in the streets immediately close to the houses of
reported COVID-19 cases and entry and exit of vehicles are The post on the site read, “Emergency! Selling Statue of Unity
because of urgent money required for the hospitals and
restricted.
He wrote that all the possible contacts of the patients are healthcare requirement.”
The police soon tracked the user in Gujarat and registered a
identified and listed.
“They are asked to be on hospital quarantine and also tested case against him under Indian Penal Code Sections 505 for
for #COVID-2019. They are shifted to the hospitals through publishing or circulating rumours, 417 for cheating and 469 for
designated 108 ambulances which are exclusively used for forgery.

vegetarian component. Since he was a vegetarian, he had to
buy the special cat food from the Cochin Pet Hospital.
After hearing his plea, the court ruled in favour of the three
felines and ordered that the pass be given to him. Towards the
end of the judgment, the court remarked, “We might observe,
in a lighter vein, that while we are happy to have come to the
aid of the felines in this case, we are also certain that our
direction will help avert a ‘CATastrophe’ in the petitioner’s
home”.
A coronavirus fruit in Mysuru for protection

Corporation seals 69 cluster
containment zones with
COVID-19 cases

__________
this,” he tweeted.
Added to this, the Corporation is also undertaking house-toMan held for smuggling alcohol in milk cans
house surveillance in these affected areas for COVID-19
With access to alcohol severely limited due to the nationwide
symptoms of residents on a daily basis through the health
lockdown, many have reportedly using quirky ways to hide and
workers.
“We are also ensuring that the residents living in these areas smuggle alcohol.
Some are hiding the bottles inside LPG cylinders, while a man
are provided with essentials at the doorstep to prevent them
from Uttar Pradesh was caught by the police for trying to
from venturing out,” he added.
smuggle liquor bottles in the garb of milk bottles.
He was caught near Rashtrapati Bhavan with four cans of
milk which contained seven whisky bottles.

Fewer road accidents post
lockdown
By Our Staff Reporter

The number of road accidents in the city has gone down
substantially since March 24, when the lockdown began.
The city has also seen a drop in the number of drunken driving
cases as Tasmac shops are closed. However, activists want
the police to be prepared to handle the traffic once the lockdown
is lifted.
According to statistics provided by the Chennai Traffic
Police, there have been seven fatal accidents between March
24 and April 5 and seven people died in these accidents. A total
of 36 non-fatal accidents were reported during the same period
and 43 persons were injured.
However, between March 15 and March 24, there were 26
fatal accidents in which 27 persons died. Besides, there were
124 non-fatal accidents that were registered and 147 persons
were injured.
Police said that there were only one or two accidents per day
now.
Earlier, on an average, 25 major and minor accidents per day
used to be reported, the police claim.

Amid the clapping of hands, beating of plates and lighting of
lamps, a village in Mysuru called Rammanahalli has come up
with a unique way to keep coronavirus away — with a fruit, so
the villagers believe.
Every house in the village has hung a green poisonous fruit
called beli mullina kaayi or datura, which bears a vague
resemblance to the molecular structure of COVID-19, at the
entrance. The belief is that the poisonous fruit will ward off the
virus that has killed people across the world. They have also renamed it corona kaayi (corona fruit).

__________
A haunting ‘diya’ moment on April 5
While Indians were lighting diyas and candles to express their
solidarity against the coronavirus pandemic on April 5, an
individual from Bangalore decided to take things up a notch by
dressing up as a ghost and walking around his/her balcony while
the eerie song ‘Gumnaam Hai Koi’ from the 1965 Hindi thriller
‘Gumnaam’ played in the background.

__________

Court prevents ‘CATastrophe’ in petitioner’s home
Frenchman runs marathon in his balcony
N. Prakash, a Kerala resident, filed a writ petition in Kerala
Elisha Nochomovitz ran 42.2 kilometers (26.2 miles) straight,
High Court after he was denied a vehicle pass to purchase feed
never leaving his 7-meter-long (23-foot) balcony in his flat in
for his three pet cats.
In his petition, Prakash said that his cats consumed only a Balma, a suburb of the southern French city of Toulouse.
It took him around 7 hours to complete the task.
certain brand of biscuits called ‘Meo-Persian’, which had a non-

How Chennai is fighting coronavirus

With 834 coronavirus cases maintain social distance.
46 Rapid Response Teams
(as on April 9) in the State and
The Corporation has made consisting of health care
Chennai (163 cases) being the prevention of COVID-19 professionals and nurses who
worst affected, the city is spreading as its prime goal and visit those persons immstruggling to contain the spread is surveying all 18 lakh ediately to check their
of coronavirus.
households in its jurisdiction symptoms.
Of the 15 zones that the city on a daily basis to screen people
Also, people with hyperhas been split into for for any symptoms. It has hired tension, diabetes and severe
administrative convenience, 10,000 members of Self Help acute respiratory infection
only two do not have any Groups (SHGs) for three (SARI) and pregnant women
positive COVID-19 patient, months and has deployed them are not just screened but are
while the maximum number of for screening activities.
asked repeatedly not to step
cases (81) has been reported
One worker is asked to visit out of their homes.
from the densely populated 100 to 200 households a day
Though the city has 67 active
North Chennai.
and collect all details about the containment zones, the entire
The Corporation was also health of those surveyed.
city is being treated as a
By Our Staff Reporter
forced to close a vegetable
The list of people with fever containment zone due to the
As the number of COVID-19 cases across the state rises, the
market in a playground in T. and cold is handed over to high number of positive
bio-medical waste generated during the treatment or isolation
Nagar after the public failed to officials who pass on details to patients.
of such people is increasing even as the general bio-medical
waste drops due to the closure of other wards and facilities.
On an average, the treatment of every person testing positive
for the virus or suspected of carrying it generates, in Chennai
and district-level government hospitals, about half a kg. of
The Tamil Nadu Chemists and Druggists Association (TNCDA) will launch a state-wide tollwaste including syringes, vials or cotton swabs, Personal
Protective Equipment (PPEs) and even plates used in special free number to facilitate home delivery of medicines.
The Central and state governments have given temporary permit to pharmacies for doorwards.
Additional bins have been procured to dispose them.
to-door delivery of medicines during the lockdown and issued a set of guidelines to adhere to, said
Official data shows that the eight Common Biomedical K. K. Selvan, General Secretary of TNCDA.
Waste Treatment and Disposal Facilities (CBWTF) in the
Of the 40,000-odd pharmacies in the state, around 10,000 will be brought under the toll-free
State, including two in Chennai, which normally handle 8 to 9 number system so that the entire state is covered.
tonnes of general bio-medical waste a day, now handle just 4750 to1000 shops in Chennai are expected to be part of the system.
4.5 tonnes a day since the lockdown kicked in on March 24.

Generation of bio-medical
waste down across state

Pharmacies to deliver medicines at
doorstep

“No area is closed. We only
barricade the streets in the
immediate vicinity of the index
cases. We only regulate the
influx and efflux of people in
these areas. This is necessary
to prevent further outspread of
COVID-19 as there may have
been local contact. We are just
restricting the movement of
people,” Alby John (Regional
Deputy Commissioner, South)
stated. To prevent people from
stepping out of their homes to
buy vegetables and provisions,
the Corporation and CMDA are
taking measures to ensure that
essential items reach the
people’s doorstep.

DONATE
BLOOD
ONCE IN
THREE
MONTHS
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By Our Staff Reporter
The ongoing lockdown has forced many of us to alter the way we go about our daily routine.
Here are some narrations:

I have been working from
home as a consultant since
2017. My husband is a mariner,
and is currently on the high
seas and I am at home with my
2-year-old daughter.
Though nothing much has
changed, I stay indoors and
seek the help of neighbours
or my parents who live close by
to get essentials.
I luckily have enough project
designs to complete and this is
keeping me engaged.

-------Malini – Housewife and
Tutor
We are a family of four, and
my husband, being an IT
professional, is working fulltime from home.
Though the house chores
have increased, I am able to
cope with the help of my two
youthful sons.
I give home tuition for around
15 Std. 10 students, but
with the current lockdown, I
have started to take classes
on zoom for an hour daily in
the afternoon and evening.
In effect, my workload has
now gone up since the
lockdown which is however
essential to keep the mind
engaged.
My two sons keep themselves busy with studies,
computer games and social
networking.

-------Dr. Meera – Neuro
Gynaecologist
I am a big advocate of teleconsultation. Various patients,
especially a number of pregnant women, have been
consulting me.
Most pregnant women are
concerned about transmission,
and I do my best to relieve their
concerns. I find that most feel
better after a consultation. I
attended to three women who
delivered during the shutdown
in specified hospitals.
Post delivery, parents are
advised to follow strict hand
hygiene. Most mothers are
concerned that they won’t be
able to hold their child. Over the
last 25 years of my practice, I
have never come across a
similar situation.
I am also holding webinars

year, and I am waiting
anxiously for the lockdown to
end.
I do understand that the
lockdown was essential to
safeguard citizens from the
pandemic and I am just one of
crores of Indians suffering.
Time is the best healer, and
I hope that the economy will
R. Johnson – Mediaperson bounce back soon after this
It has been a tough time for period of crisis is over.
-----me since the lockdown. I am a
S.
Vidyaakar
– Founder,
bachelor and live in a flat by
Udavum Karangal
myself. Though media
As an NGO involved in taking
personnel like reporters are
permitted to move about, I am care of the destitute, the
stuck at home as my work lockdown has only further
profile is more about sourcing strengthened our resolve to
information online with help the needy.
We have been distributing
respect to the entertainment
food
packets among beggars,
media including cinema. With
disabled,
visually impaired and
all entertainment activities
other
helpless
persons living
shut down, I too have been
contributing to the editorial by themselves on the streets
team whatever I can with in Thiruverkadu and nearby
respect to COVID-19 which is areas.
We have also rescued around
the focus of all media today.
Earlier, there was going to 10 persons including 4 women
work, seeing a few friendly in a state of distress from
faces, banter. With the pavements in the city and they
lockdown, there have been are now being cared for in our
entire days when I haven’t home in Thiruverkadu.
We are aiding the
spoken a single word. I am just
Corporation
to provide food and
living with my thoughts.
Other than that, I have to care for migrant workers
keep myself engaged by reading housed in community halls and
books, listening to music and Corporation schools.
on various topics, including
best breastfeeding practices
during this time.
Personally, I draw strength
from the doctors who are
working on the frontline, who
are not only treating patients
but go above and beyond to
reach all those they have come
in contact with.

-----doing household chores. It has
R. Prakash – Bank
also
given
time
for
employee
retrospection in the otherwise
I have been regular at work
time constrained professional
as banks are not closed for the
life.
lockdown. Though the footfall
-------Mukund – Computer shop was less till March 28, there
was reasonable crowd till April
owner
I have been running a 4 as pensioners came to the
computer and accessories branch to draw cash.
Though I have the option to
store for more than 20 years in
report
on alternate days, I
Anna Nagar. I am also
prefer
to
come daily as it keeps
registered with online stores
me
and
my
mind engaged.
like Amazon to sell my wares.
We ensure social distancing
But since the lockdown there
has been zero business as I and allow only 12 customers to
have to keep my shop closed enter the bank at a time.
All the staff members wear
and Amazon is authorized to
face masks for safety though
sell only essentials.
It has been very hard it is a bit cumbersome to work
staying at home, as it is causing with it.
It has been routine work at
both
financial
and
the
bank and, with fewer
psychological drain. I am trying
customers,
I have been able to
to cope with it with family
support and the help of a close clear quite a bit of my backlog.
I have also not stocked too
friend who is a psychologist.
When it started, I felt 3 much of essentials as I am out
weeks will pass in a jiffy, but daily for work and pick
now each day seems like a whatever is needed on the way

to work.

R. Thenamma Conservancy worker
I am a contract worker
assigned to clean the streets in
AC Block, Anna Nagar daily.
Since the lockdown, I have
been coming on alternate
days. Though I stay near Red
Hills, commuting has not been
a problem as the Corporation
has arranged for pick-up and
drop with the assistance of
MTC.
I nowadays clean the silent
streets and roads and do not
have to keep looking over my
shoulder for a speeding vehicle
to avoid being run over.
There are quite a few trees
in the streets I clean, and I
now hear a lot more bird calls
than before.
Many residents are compassionate and enquire
about my wellbeing regularly.
My husband is a driver with
MTC, but is off duty now and
takes care of the household.
Nothing much has changed
for me, except that I see
some worried faces in my
neighbourhood as the breadwinners of these families
are daily wage workers and
have had no income since the
lockdown began.

-----L. Giridhar – Senior citizen
I am 77 years old, but still
active in a number of ways.
I am health conscious and
have the habit of getting up
early and going for my morning
walk and mild exercises in the
park, followed by an hour of
banter with friends of my age
in a local coffee shop.
Since the lockdown all this
routine has been taken away,
and I am stuck at home. My
walks are restricted to much
less time on the terrace of my
house and music through
headphones for company.
Since I am not much of a
reading buff, the days seem to
be much longer now.
I spend an hour on Facebook
keeping in touch with some
friends and family and updating
myself on the pandemic.
Due to my age, I am not
allowed by my son to go out
even to buy essentials.
These are really hard days
for persons of my age, and I
hope the ordeal ends soon.

30,000 download Corporation’s Chennai receives summer rain
By Our Staff Reporter
coronavirus app
After several days of sweltering heat, Chennai received

Within a week of its launch, the Corporation’s new mobile
application to geo-tag fever cases in the city has registered
30,000 downloads.
Officials said that around 50 fever or cases with similar
symptoms are being registered on the app every day and the
Corporation is monitoring the health of 1 lakh persons through
the app.

surprise showers on the afternoon of April 9, bringing a
temporary relief to residents.
Dark clouds hovered over many parts of the city around 2
p.m, followed by strong winds and rain.
Many localities, including T. Nagar received light to moderate
rainfall accompanied by thunder.

Youth offers free
transportation for pregnant
women
By Our Staff Reporter
Leo Akash Raj (23) has been
offering free transportation to
pregnant women in his
neighbourhood and elsewhere
for the past few months.
When the city came under
lockdown, the service took a
special turn as he started
getting calls for help from helpless pregnant women from all
over the city.
“At 2 a.m. on April 5, I received a call informing me that the
woman I had dropped at a hospital had delivered a boy,” said
Leo.
An engineer, the Avadi resident who runs Pretty Lil Hearts,
an NGO, receives at least 30 calls a day and has, in the past
14 days, helped at least 51 women.
Twentynine of them have delivered babies.
He has two cars at his disposal for the service and is helped
by his friend Benny.
“I ensure social distancing and take only one family member
along with the expectant mother to the hospital. Often the calls
come late at night, and I have to rush as sometimes the caller
lives far away,” he said.
Jasmine of West Mogappair, a beneficiary, said that she
came to know of Leo from the internet. “It was a blessing for
me. His service is incomparable especially during the lockdown.”
Leo, who has decided to quarantine himself from his parents
as he has been visiting hospitals regularly, can be reached in
96004 32255 / 73583 05635.

Air fares shoot up
By Our Staff Reporter
Though there is no clear instruction from the Centre on flight
operations resuming after April 14, private airlines have
opened bookings, and many have also booked their tickets.
The high demand for tickets has resulted in fares more than
doubling in some sectors.
A one-way ticket from Chennai to Kolkata is now selling for
prices ranging between Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 17,000 for travel on
April 15.
On the Chennai-Delhi route, the fare is between Rs. 5,400
and Rs. 8,400.
On the Chennai-Mumbai route, the fare is between Rs. 5,000
and Rs. 7,500.

Visually impaired Students with
hawkers seek more vision impairment
financial aid
shift to online
Visually impaired hawkers platform
have urged the government to
increase the financial
assistance of Rs. 1,000 a month
now being given to visually
impaired persons in the state.
They sell chickpeas,
groundnuts, keychains, and
handkerchiefs in suburban
trains, and are dependent on
this income.
“Due to the hand-to-mouth
existence, we are not able to
save anything,” said P. David,
who has been selling these
items on trains for about 25
years. “After the lockdown, we
don’t have any income,” he
added.
“Some social organisations
have come forward to help, but
how long this will continue and
is not known. We also don’t
know whether this has reached
the majority of our community.
We have now urged the
government to increase the
fund under the welfare scheme
as the amount being given now
is not sufficient to meet living
expenses,” he added.

During the lockdown, 200
visually impaired undergraduate students from
various cities are picking up
employability skills through
an online initiative started by
Help the Blind Foundation.
It is a distance learning program, and all students log into
the virtual classroom through
their mobile devices.
The Foundation started
offering employability classes
five days a week in English and
Computer Science in midMarch.
Teacher-volunteers offer
lessons, correct homework and
give feedback on WhatsApp
and some also offer one-to-one
classes.
Nataraj Sankaran, a trustee, says around 500 students
from 17 colleges from cities,
including Chennai, Delhi,
Mumbai, Coimbatore, Varnasi, Indore and Bengaluru are
enrolled with it. For more
details, visit the website
http://www.helptheblindfoundation.org/

CMYK

Adapting to lockdown
Shreya – Housewife and
Architect
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Tree in full bloom on Bazullah Road
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Residents care less about infection while
shopping

By Our Staff Reporter
An avenue tree on Bazullah Road, T. Nagar is in full bloom and provides a much clearer view
than normal due to the substantial drop in air pollution since the lockdown.
The dark skies with rain clouds are also clearly visible in the background.
This photo was snapped on April 8.

Ungalukkaga Trust provides
vegetables for 5000 families

By Our Staff Reporter
Dr. Suneel (Founder, Ungalakkagha Charitable Trust, T.
Nagar) distributed 12 kinds of vegetables among 5000 needy
families in several areas in the city including T. Nagar, West
Mambalam, Ashok Nagar, K. K. Nagar and nearby areas on
April 4.
He has been providing medical and educational assistance
for the needy for several years.

Walkers’ Association gives
food to the needy

Manorama’s son
consumes overdose
of sleeping pills

By Our Staff Reporter

With the shop timing restricted to 6 a.m to 1 p.m in view of the lockdown, residents are utilizing
the time available to buy essentials without caring to maintain social distancing to prevent
the spread of coronavirus.
By Our Staff Reporter
This photo was taken at the junction of Station Road and Lake View Road in West
64-year-old singer and actor
Boopathy (a resident of Mambalam.
Neelakanta Mehta Street, T.
Nagar) was admitted to
Apollo Hospital after he
reportedly consumed an extra
dose of sleeping pills.
His condition is said to be
stable.
He is the only son of legendary actress Manorama,
who passed away in 2015.
Late in the evening on April
7, he was found sleeping and
unresponsive.
He was taken in an
ambulance to the hospital
The same was the case with customers standing next to one another while buying vegetables
where he regained consfrom a mobile van on Venkatanarayana Road on April 8.
ciousness after treatment.

On information, Mambalam Police went to the
hospital and conducted a preliminary enquiry.

Watermelon vendors report
poor sales

By Our Staff Reporter

Members of Jeeva Park Walkers’ and Joggers’ Association
(T. Nagar) are distributing food packets among beggars and
the needy living on the pavement near temples and around the
park since the lockdown on a daily basis.
Readers interested in contributing, may contact 98414
32604.

A vendor was seen selling watermelons from a cart
on Thyagaraya Road (T. Nagar) on April 9.
The road wore an empty look.
The vendor told this reporter that he had not sold a
single watermelon since morning and sales have been poor
since the lockdown.
He added that customers now prefer to buy all
requirements from a single outlet due to restriction of
movement. So, single fruit vendors like him are not doing
good business.

FCI has 6-month stock of
foodgrains

Urban local bodies operate
mobile vegetable shops

By Our Staff Reporter

Food Corporation of India, Tamil Nadu region, holds a stock
of 13.50 lakh tonnes (rice 12.75 lakh tonnes and wheat 0.75
lakh tonnes) of foodgrains of the storage capacity of 13.66 lakh
tonnes with a capacity utilization of 98.8 %.
Of this, 3 lakh tonnes have already been distributed under
the National Food Security Act.
“This stock is sufficient to cater to the needs of Tamilnadu
for six months,” said J. S. Syju (GM, FCI).

Recently, the State government sanctioned around Rs. 31.4
crores for the smooth functioning of Amma Unavagams as
part of its COVID-19 relief measures for urban local bodies.
These urban local bodies have also started operating mobile
vegetable shops, thanks to their arrangement with local
traders.
One vehicle has been arranged for every ward and the service
is on since April 3.

Vedic Ravi donates Rs. 2,000 to
150 temple priests
By Our Staff Reporter
Vedic Ravi (Founder,
Sri Bhuvaneswari
Charitable Trust, K. K.
Nagar) donated Rs.
2,000 each to more
than 150 temple
priests
from
economically weak
back-ground to help
them through the
difficult lockdown
period as all temples
have been closed and
their sustenance has
been affected.

He said that Sri Bhuvaneswari Catering Center and Selaiyur
Police Station have joined hands to provide food for nearly 100
underprivileged families in Narikkkuravar Colony (Mappedu)
daily.
Readers of Mambalam Times can support this ongoing
cause by calling 98407 87957 or 98408 50399.
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By Our Staff Reporter
Even as the COVID-19 has become a threat to humanity
and has already brought down the world economy, to make it
worse, online scamsters have been exploiting the emergent
situation and sending phishing SMSes and mails under the
cover of providing Corona-related information to steal personal
details of victims.
The trend has become the second major threat itself after the
pandemic across the world with several such scams being
reported abroad.
Tamilnadu police, for their part, have warned people of
SMSes with links promising to provide information on COVID19 tests or seeking donations.
A senior official of the cybercrime wing said that they
recently received information that some fake messages were
doing the rounds with links seeking to donate to the Chief
Minister’s Relief Fund.
“When we probed it, we found that there are other phishing
SMSes as well that try to steal personal information including
debit/credit card details of victims,” he said.
“Don’t be curious to click on the link related to COVID-19
medical tests. They
are scams intended to steal your personal information,” said
the cybercrime wing in its warning messages.
The other modus operandi that has been adopted by
fraudsters is to ask for OTPs of victims claiming to postpone
their loan EMIs for three months as promised by the central
government.

Booking tickets to fly? You may
not get refund
By Our Staff Reporter
Planning to fly on or after April 15. Beware. You may not get
refund of ticket fare in case the suspension of flights continues
beyond the lockdown period and you want to cancel the booking.
As per the new cancellation policy, airlines will not issue
refunds for tickets if flights are suspended because of the
shutdown.
Instead, they will hold the money as a credit so that the
passenger can travel anytime within a year.
Though there is no clear instruction from the Centre on flight
operations resuming after April 14, private airlines have
opened bookings and started sending out promotional emails
urging people to travel.
A number of persons, especially those stuck in different
cities, have booked tickets.
Minister of Civil Aviation Hardeep Singh Puri on April 5
tweeted that the government is yet to decide on resumption of
flight services after April 14.

11 private hospitals in city
approved to treat COVID-19
patients
By Our Staff Reporter
The State government has notified a list of 110 private
hospitals and 25 private medical colleges across the State to
treat COVID-19 patients.
They include 11 hospitals in the city including Fortis Malar,
Voluntary Health Services, Prasanth Hospital, Billroth
Hospital, Kanchi Kamakoti Child Trust Hospital, CSI Kalyani
General Hospital, Kauvery Hospital, Miot Hospital, Vijaya
Hospital, GEM Hospital and Dr Kamakshi Memorial Hospital.
The list of approved hospitals will be updated from time to
time as per the need.
The hospitals have been directed to follow the treatment
protocol prescribed by the Government of India from time to
time.
The private hospitals are required to send daily reports of the
treatment given to the patients and the health condition of the
patients to the Director of Public Health and Preventive
Medicine.

Corporation to launch 7,000
mobile grocery units
By Our Staff Reporter
The Greater Chennai Corporation will commission 7,000
mobile grocery units across the city to ensure that residents
do not venture out of their homes to buy essential items.
Commissioner G. Prakash made the announcement after a
meeting with representatives of vendor associations on April
5.
5,000 tricycle carts and 2,000 load autorickshaws will be
used for this purpose.
The civic body will provide special ID cards for the vendors
and the vehicles will carry the Corporation logo.
The vendors will be provided safety gloves and masks.
The Corporation has already shifted major vegetable markets
across the city to vacant playgrounds to ensure social distancing.

City -based startup disinfects
hospitals, institutions using
drones

Harijan Sevak Sangh appeals
for donations
By Our Staff Reporter
The Tamilnadu wing of the Harijan Sevak Sangh (founded by
Mahatma Gandhi in 1932) is planning to rebuild the dilapidated
girls’ hostel located in its premises in Venkatnarayana Road
(T. Nagar).
The Sangh provides free boarding and lodging and education
for poor students from different parts of the State.
It has appealed for donations to reconstruct the hostel
building. Donors can avail of income tax exemption under 80G.
The minimum amount that can be sponsored is Rs. 2380, the
estimated cost of construction per foot.
The Sangh will name a block after the donor who sponsors
the entire block and similarly for sponsoring the dormitory.
The names of donors of Rs. 5 lakhs and above will be displayed
on a board at the entrance to the hostel.
For more details, call P.Maruthi (State President) in 91766
24283.
The bank details for online transfer are:
Current Account No.303501011002459 in the name of
Harijan Sevak Sangh with Vijaya Bank, IFC Code:
VIJB0003035

By Our Staff Reporter

By Our Staff Reporter

Prime Minister Narendra Modi indicated to
legislature party leaders that the lockdown may have to
stay in place beyond April 14 given the state of the
battle against the COVID-19 pandemic in the country.
Modi told the floor leaders of political parties
in Parliament that several state governments, district
administrations and experts have asked for an
extension of the lockdown, likening the situation to a
“national” and “social emergency”.
The three-week lockdown is scheduled to end
on April 14. “I have been speaking to chief ministers
and district collectors… the common refrain is that it is
not easy to lift the lockdown,” the PM said. “We need
to be strict in implementing social distancing norms. So
be it lifting or extending the lockdown, the general
mood is that it will not be possible to lift the lockdown
at once.”
Modi has called another meeting of all Chief
Ministers on April 11 for consultations, after which the
Centre could take a final decision on the lockdown.

Corporation starts screening all
houses in the city
By Our Staff Reporter
The Corporation has
started door-to-door
screening for flulike
symptoms across all
200 wards, to break the
chain and ensure ‘asymptomatic’ persons
with domestic/international travel history do
not infect family
members, particularly
the elderly, during the
lockdown.
It has recruited more
than 10,000 volunteers,
incl-uding from SHCs, to
visit all houses.
R. Kamal, a Corporation worker, has been
assigned the task of
surveying all the houses in AC, AD, AE and AF Blocks in Anna
Nagar.
He was seen obtaining information from a house on AC
Block 2nd Street on April 6.
The information included name of the family head, number
of persons in the family including senior citizens, and if anyone
is suffering from symptoms like cough or fever.
He was wearing a mask and maintained adequate social
distancing while obtaining the details.
He said that the enumeration has not been smooth sailing
so far as many refused to provide any information and
watchmen in some apartment complexes did not even allow
him to enter.
The Corporation Commissioner has appealed to the residents
to cooperate with the enumerators.

City-based start-up Garuda Aerospace has been disinfecting
hospitals, tall buildings and public places through its locally
built drones to combat COVID-19 in Tamilnadu.
A drone can spray 120 liters of sanitisers per day covering
50 sq. kms. It can also spray sanitisers on buildings over 400
feet tall which is difficult to do manually. 25 substations in
Chennai are being sanitised on a regular basis through drones.
“We have deployed 300 drones and 500 drone pilots to
disinfect 50,000 acres covering public places, colleges,
educational institutions, hotels and private hospitals in 26
cities,” said Agnishwar Jayaprakash (Founder, Garuda
Aerospace Pvt. Ltd.).
“We started this company to use our drones for spraying Pharmacies across the city are seeing a huge demand for
pesticides, mapping, surveillance, crowd management including
anti-malarial drugs like chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine as
public announcements by police and forest officials, aerial
the panic over COVID-19 is increasing.
inspection, power-line stringing, and to avert wildlife poaching.
However, pharmacies have been cautioned against selling
Now, they are being used for disinfecting buildings, vehicles and
these
drugs without a latest doctor’s prescription.
public places,” he added.
Doctors have also cautioned against self-medication with
the above drugs on the assumption that a cold or fever might
be due to COVID-19.
locations in 30 cities at the wards making the facility
They said that these drugs have side effects that can lead to
moment on Google Maps, available in other Indian lanheart attack, neuro disorders and others.
Search and Google Assistant. guages over the coming weeks,
“Even for persons diagnosed with coronavirus, the drug
This will soon be available in as well as adding additional
should only be administered under medical supervision,” said
Hindi, Google said, adding that shelters in more cities across
Dr. Senthiar Nambi, consultant, Infectious Diseases, Apollo
the company is working to- the country.
Hospitals.

Google shows food, night shelters in 30 Indian cities
find relief centers with ease.
The tech giant said that it is
working closely with state and
central government authorities to surface the locations of
these relief centers.
People can now find these

Central Govt. mulls
lockdown extension

Doctors caution against selfmedication with anti-malarial
drugs

CMYK

Beware of cyber criminals,
warn police

Google on April 3, announced
that it has started showing
the locations of food shelters
and night shelters in cities
across India on its services
like Maps, to help people, especially migrant workers,
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Contribute to the needy
By Our Staff Reporter

Exclusive helpdesk for those
with vision impairment sought

With a large part of the population ensconced in the
safety of their homes, thousands of homeless continue to
take shelter under bridges and at bus stops.
Several NGOs, welfare trusts and concerned citizens
have stepped forth to provide for them.
If you want to do your part even being at home, here are
your options.

April 12 - 18, 2020

Artist recreates Ravi Varma’s
paintings for COVID-19
awareness

Urban Shelters
“We are collaborating with the Corporation to provide
sufficient shelter to the homeless during this lockdown,”
said Asha Parikarnaidu (Coordinator, Urban Shelters).
Together they have set up 18 shelter homes in function
halls around the city. They are also providing dry food
supplies, hand wash and face masks for the homeless. For
details, call Murugan in 98412 92373

Chennai Task Force
Chennai Task Force and Kindness Foundation have
collaborated with the Corporation, NGOs, suppliers,
vendors and volunteers to provide assistance to the
underprivileged. Contact Ishani Karthik in 73388 12372.

Penguin Sportsmen Welfare Trust
It is helping around 120 homeless families near Parry’s,
Perumbur bridge and Broadway Street. Contact N. Raghu
in 98414 54501
The Corporation has issued a strict list of guidelines to
streamline the collection and distribution of rations during
the crisis. These are a few of the organisations that are
approved to function during the lockdown. Call to
contribute in cash or kind.

The Kindness Foundation
Contact Mahima in 93445 02996.
Karunai Ullangal Trust
Contact Arulraj in 98417 76685.

Government Collection Centers
Jaidev Stadium, Kilpauk
Amma Arangam, Anna Nagar

IIT-Madras team gives face
shields free to health workers
By Our Staff Reporter
To protect health
professionals and police
who are at the forefront
of the fight against novel
coronavirus, a team
from the Indian
Institute of Technology
(Madras) has developed
a face shield and is
distributing it free.
Hari Ramachandran
and his friends, Pranit

By Our Staff Reporter
By Our Staff Reporter
Visually-Impaired Women’s Association, a forum based in
Kundrathur, has made a representation to the Commissionerate
for the Welfare of the Differently-abled seeking a helpdesk
exclusively for the visually-impaired.
The visually-impaired, particularly those who are on their
own and lack any immediate support system, are likely to find
getting essential items more of a challenge than the general
population might.
Voluntary organisations working for the welfare of the
visually-impaired, Nethrodaya in Mogappair and All-India
Blind Progressive Association in Mandaveli, are helping
underprivileged visually-impaired persons by distributing bags
of essential groceries among them.
Similarly the NGO Udavum Karangal (which has a branch
in West Mambalam) is also aiding the visually impaired families
in and around Thiruverkadu, where the NGO’s destitute home
is located.
Despite these initiatives and resources to turn to, many a
time things do not work out smoothly.
Resident of West Mambalam S. Balambal (54), who is
visually-impaired, recently placed an order for a can water, and
was told by the shopkeeper that she would have to come and
get the can herself as delivery boys were not available. Now, to
get around these practical problems, she has temporarily
moved to her relative’s house.
“People were a bit hesitant to offer me help in identifying the
items in the racks. As many necessary things were not available,
I had to hunt for other stores, I could not find any help while
crossing the road,” said Annapoorani, whose spouse is also
visually-impaired.

MTC uses shutdown for
maintenance work

Mehta, Anuj Khandalkar and Denil Chawda, professor Satya
Chakravarty and alumni Ravi Santhanam and Suyash Singh,
have created a face shield that protects the eyes, nose, and
mouth of the wearer from splashes and sprays of infectious
body fluids.
The team developed the prototype and got in touch with
Padmaja Padarthi (Co-Founder of NexGen 3D Printers) to
manufacture as many masks as they could.
While the face shields will be provided free of charge to
government doctors and police officers, private institutions
have to pay a nominal amount of Rs.100 per shield and the price
for the reusable ones is around Rs.150.
“It is much lesser than what is charged outside,” said Hari.
By Our Staff Reporter
But to provide free masks the students are also raising funds
Apart from the daily cleaning of buses and offices with
online.
disinfectants, the technical staff is engaged in the maintenance
Their target is Rs. 6 lakhs, but they have managed to collect of the buses, said K. Ganesan (MD, MTC) in a press release.
about Rs. 16, 900 only so far.
After halting the bus services in the city on March 24 evening
for the lockdown, MTC started operating over 200 buses in the
city and suburbs for ferrying civic and health workers from
March 25.
“All the buses meant for essential services are being operated
The Railways might skip the middle berth and middle seats
only
after being disinfected and certified by the officials
to allow safe distance between travelers after the lockdown.
concerned.
The drivers and conductors are also provided with
There is a possibility of leaving the middle berth in AC 3-tier
masks
and
sanitisers,” he said.
and second sleeper and middle seats vacant in second-class

Rlys may keep middle berths
vacant post lockdown

sitting coaches of long distance trains till the corona menace
subsides. If this plan is enforced, trains will lose over 30% of
passenger accommodating capacity.

If anything interesting is happening in your
neighbourhood please inform Mambalam Times.

City-based visual
artist Rahul V. Mathew
has used six of Raja Ravi
Varma’s paintings to
create digital art to spread awareness on the importance of
hygiene practices and other aspects related to coronavirus.
“Being an artist, I know that images speak louder than words
and visuals easily register in people’s minds rather than any
text. That’s how I came up with the idea of spreading awareness
through art. For this, I selected six of Raja Ravi Varma’s
paintings and created a digital collage with them. I have mainly
focused on aspects like panic buying, social distancing, hygiene,
mental health and self-quarantine,” said Rahul.

Horticulture dept. opens portal
for home delivery of vegetables,
fruits
By Our Staff Reporter
Tamil Nadu Horticulture Development Agency (TANHODA)
has established ethottam.com, a portal through which one can
have vegetables and fruits delivered at the doorstep.
The Department offers vegetables in three packages, priced
Rs. 300, Rs. 500 and Rs. 600. The three packages have the
same set of vegetables, numbering around 15, but the weight
ranges from 0.25 kg. to 1 kg.
Vegetables include tomato, beans, carrot, lady’s finger, yam,
beetroot, radish, ginger, chillies and brinjal.
The same system applies to fruits and they too come in three
differently-priced packages, Rs. 500, Rs. 600 and Rs. 800,
depending on the quantity of fruits.
The fruits bag consists of apples, pomegranates, bananas,
watermelons, muskmelons, guavas and grapes.
N. Subbaiyan (Director, Department of Horticulture &
Plantation Crops) said that the initiative was started on April
2.
“So far, we have had around 8,300 orders. The order will be
delivered within a day. As of now, the online service is restricted
to Chennai,” he added.
The portal can be accessed at https://ethottam.com/

COVID-19 awareness meet held
for policemen in Velammal
School

An awareness campaign for self-protection and to fight
against the spread of COVID-19 was held for policemen who
are on duty, at Velammal Main School (Mogappair) on April 3.
More than 500 policemen including Deputy Commissioners
and Assistant Commissioners participated in the campaign.
A senior official from Health Department demonstrated how
to wear a mask properly and explained the importance of
washing the hands frequently with soap, social distancing,
personal hygiene, coughing etiquettes to mitigate the spread
of coronavirus.
The special meet was held as policemen on duty are at high
risk of exposure due their intearction with the public at large
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Local Trust files plea to
cremate, not bury unclaimed
bodies
By Our Staff Reporter
Jeevathma Kaingariya Trust (West Mambalam) has filed a
writ petition in the Madras High Court seeking a direction to the
State Government to permit cremation, without insisting upon
burial alone, of all unclaimed and unidentified bodies lying in
mortuaries spread across the State.
In his affidavit, M. V. Ramani (Managing Trustee) stated
that the trust was formed in 2004 with the spiritual guidance
of former senior pontiff of Kanchi Kamkoti Mutt Sri
Chandrasekharendra Saraswathi Swamigal.
Since its inception, the Trust has been accepting donations
and providing money for the police for performing the last rites
of unidentified and unclaimed bodies.
As the bodies are always buried, the Trust contended that it
involved manual labour, and there was the threat of the
undertakers being afflicted with diseases, especially with the
rampant spread of COVID-19.
On the other hand, electric crematoriums pave the way for
the easiest and safest mode of disposal of the bodies and hence
the government must be directed to permit cremation of
hundreds of unclaimed bodies lying in mortuaries for months
together, the Trust insisted.

Masks in all shapes, sizes,
colours flood market
By Our Staff Reporter
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has
recommended N95 masks to avoid COVID.
However, access to these masks is low in pharmacies across
the city and online retailers are also unable to meet the demand.
The CDC states that the mask must be given to medical
professionals on priority, while locals can use other kinds of
cloth masks which also offer protection from infection.
N95 masks can be bought for approximately Rs. 250 and can
be used for three days.
The most popular mask is the two or three-ply single-use
disposable mask which costs between Rs. 16 and Rs. 25 in the
city.
Other masks seen in the city are the anti-pollution and dust
mask recognisable by its yellow cloth and black straps.
This mask costs Rs. 150 to Rs. 170 and can be used for three
days.
Many in the city have taken to masks with various prints,
colours and designs, which are not medical-grade. These masks
are commercially made and the cost varies depending on the
manufacturer.
“These masks are good because I can wash them and use
them indefinitely,” said Ramya, a resident of Anna Nagar.
For a few others in the city, good old handkerchiefs and torn
parts of dupattas offer colourful alternatives that can be
washed and reused.

Persons violating lockdown
rules face strict action
As the lockdown entered its 3rd week, the City Police on April
7 warned that persons violating prohibitory orders will be dealt
with strictly and advised citizens to walk to the nearest store
to buy essential commodities including vegetables.
City Police Commissioner A. K. Viswanathan said that
complaints have been received that many motorists travel far
under the pretext of buying essentials, even as the state is
under a lockdown as part of efforts to prevent the spread of
coronavirus.
So far, cases have been booked against 30,000 persons and
12,000 vehicles have been seized in the city in this connection,
he added.

Most auto, taxi drivers to miss
out on govt assistance
By Our Staff Reporter
Lakhs of autorickshaw and call taxi drivers who lost their
daily earnings because of the lockdown will not receive the
special relief package including Rs 1,000 in cash announced by
the Chief Minister as they have not enrolled in the Tamil Nadu
Autorickshaw and Taxi Drivers’ Welfare Board.
The welfare board represents drivers of autorickshaws,
taxis, vans, tempos, lorries and buses.
According to the announcement made by Chief Minister
Edappadi K. Palaniswami in the Assembly on March 24, the
members of the welfare board will get Rs 1,000, 15 kg rice, one
kg. dhal and cooking oil each free.
Autorickshaws and taxi drivers are finding it difficult to
survive during the lockdown with no earnings and mounting
debts.
According to S. Balasubramaniam (President, Tamilnadu
Auto Thozhilalar Sammelanam), there are 13 lakh registered
public transport vehicles, including 2.85 lakh autorickshaws,
whose drivers are eligible to register under the welfare board.
But a mere 83,500, including 45,000 autorickshaw drivers,
have registered themselves in the welfare board so far and even
among them, over 30,000 drivers have failed to renew their
membership.
He said that the government should take steps to assist all
the autorickshaw drivers in the State irrespective of their
enrolment in the welfare board and also enhance the assistance
to Rs 15,000 each.
M. Bhoopathi (General Secretary, Tamil Nadu Call Taxi
Workers Union) said that his union plans to launch a campaign
to enrol call taxi drivers in the welfare board this year.

No last rites, kin donate bodies
of loved ones
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Why not cash for sugar card holders too?
Sir, This refers to the decision of the Tamilnadu government
to provide cash incentive of Rs.1000 and free supply of
commodities for rice card holders and, sugar, lentils and oil free
of cost for sugar card holders to tide over the situation arising
out of the lockdown following the COVID-19 outbreak.
In November 2019, the state government announced that
those with sugar only cards could opt for rice. It was stated that
this option had been announced based on the longtime request
of sugar card holders. This resulted in many opting for rice
leading to a manifold increase in the number of rice card holders.
The ration cards were issued originally based on the income.
There were cases then where many had given a much lower
than actual income while others had indicated income to be
eligible to get sugar. Based on these figures, rice or sugar cards
were issued.
The offer of freebies and cash incentives from time to time
to the so-called rice card holders has led to more people opting
for rice thereby throwing the real criteria for issuing ration
cards to the winds. The government’s recent decision to open
the floodgates of rice option to sugar only card holders further
fortifies the fact that the classification ‘below poverty line’
which is the yardstick to determine one’s income-earning
capacity and main criteria to avail of various government
schemes, has lost its sanctity.
In the above background, except that one category of card
holders draws more quantity of rice and the others avail of
sugar, there is not much of difference between the rice/sugar
card-holders.
It is in this context that the demand to provide freebies to
sugar-only card holders as well assumes importance.
The purpose of this letter is not to highlight the rightful claim
of sugar card holders but to underline the facts of the matter.
V. S. Jayaraman, 31, Motilal Street, T. Nagar

By Our Staff Reporter
From receiving the deceased from hospital after post-mortem
examination, arranging for rituals to obtaining death
certificates, all procedures have been affected due to the
lockdown.
As cremation/ burial is allowed only with a few members of
the family in attendance, the deceased has to be electrically
incinerated soon after being declared dead. However, a large
number of persons have chosen to donate the bodies of their
loved ones to government hospitals for medical research.
“My 85-yearold grandfather passed away due to heart attack
in a government hospital recently.
“As the hospital had COVID-19 patients admitted there,
only two family members were allowed to see him. We knew
that there can be no gathering and death certificate will be
issued. However, it was very difficult to perform the last rites
and the materials required for the same were hard to find. As
per the suggestions of one of the staff members in the hospital,
we decided to donate the body to the hospital,” said J. Raji, a
resident of Red Hills.
In case of death of patients in hospital, the process of
obtaining a death certificate is simplified. But, on the other
hand, there are a few cases where the relatives of the deceased
person have to struggle to find a doctor to certify the death.
One such issue that came to Mohan Foundation, an
organisation that works for organ donation in the State, was
of an elderly man who was found dead in his home by his maid.
It was difficult get the death certified as none of the doctors
wanted to visit anyone during the outbreak.
“The deceased man had wanted his body to be donated but
his son is not here. We tried reaching out to many doctors to
certify him dead but it wasn’t an easy task. After a lot of efforts,
we got one of our acquaintances to issue a death certificate,”
a representative of the Foundation said.
The non-availability of freezer boxes for keeping the bodies
is also forcing many to cremate them immediately.

COVID-19: Online self-assessment test

Plea to extend freebies deadline to April 30
Sir, As notified by the government, PDS shops have started
distribution of cash incentive and free ration to card holders as
part of the measures initiated to alleviate the difficulties of the
residents arising out of the lockdown.
Though the curbs are in place to ensure that ration shops are
not unduly crowded, there could still be a race among the
cardholders to buy the items.
There are a few, especially the elderly, who do not want to
venture out during this period on account of fear of infection.
So, to ensure that all the cardholders get the dole, the
authorities should extend the deadline to April 30. T. Nagar
Residents’ Welfare Association, 30, Rangan Street, T
Nagar

Pensioners wait for long time at
understaffed banks
Senior citizens in the city on April 2 were forced to wait for
a long time outside public sector banks to collect their pension.
This was mainly because the banks were working with lesser
strength.
The pensioners were put to hardship as they were asked to
wait on the road under the scorching sun while maintaining
social distance.
T. V. Iswari (63), who visited a bank in West Mambalam,
said, “I waited on the road for at least an hour and a half to collect
my pension. I did expect a long queue, but it was unusually long.”
B. Balakumaran, another senior citizen, said, “When the
bank officials knew it would take a long time, they should have
made arrangements for us to sit or at least served some water.”
A senior official of a nationalised bank said that amid the
lockdown it took time for the bank to process customers’
requests. “We only have one officer out of four working and over
150 customers have visited the bank since morning,” he added.

Prices of essential commodities go up

Neuberg Diagnostics Private Limited has launched a COVID-19 self-assessment test on its By Our Staff Reporter
website - https://neubergdiagnostics.com/covid19-selfassessment/index.html.
With the COVID-19 lockdown in force, the prices of several essential commodities, including
In this, a person needs to answer a few questions to know if he/she needs to get in touch with
pulses and tamarind, have shot up. Traders said that this was because of a shortage in supply
a doctor.
The self-health assessment scan to help individuals assess their risk of contracting COVID- of goods due to lack of proper logistics.
Apart from the increase in prices, many goods have just vanished from shelves.
19 has been developed as per the guidelines laid down by World Health Organisation and Union
M. Sridhar, a resident of West Mambalam, said that the prices of branded goods had gone
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
up
more than those of non-branded ones, especially dhal and oil.
Aishwarya Vasudevan (COO) said that the self-assessment would help to
“Most
wholesalers and provision stores are running out of stocks. We still have more days
understand the risk and reduce panic among the public considering a fever or cough may be
for
the
lockdown
to end and the situation is going to get worse unless the government does
just a seasonal flu or fever. However, this tool is not a replacement of any expert medical
something
drastic,”
he added.
advice and it is always advisable to consult a doctor in case of any symptoms, she said.
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Good response to PM’s appeal
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s appeal to light candles/ lamps at 9 p.m on April 5 evoked
good response in Chennai.
Some persons even floated sky lanterns.
But the solemnity of the occasion was marred in several places by the bursting of
fireworks.
Governor Banwarilal Purohit, Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami, Deputy Chief
Minister O. Panneerselvam, Health and Family Welfare Minister C. Vijaya Baskar,
DMDK founder Vijayakant and actor Rajinikanth were prominent among those who
responded to the Prime Minister’s call.
Minister for Electricity P. Thangamani told presspersons that the demand for power
dipped by 2,500 MW.

Temporary vegetable market in
T. Nagar closed

Sharp drop in
Krishna water
influx
By Our Staff Reporter

The temporary vegetable market set up in Corporation
Playground (Venkatanarayana Road, T. Nagar) was closed as
both the customers and vegetable vendors had failed to follow
social distancing norms.
Apart from removing the vegetable shops from the
playground, the officials also locked the gates to prevent illegal
sales there.
Meanwhile, the Corporation officials are conducting
inspections across the city to check violations by grocery
shops and supermarkets.
52 meat outlets were also sealed in the city.

Underprivileged kids help
design e-booklet on COVID-19
By Our Staff Reporter
Her hair in pigtails, a little girl raises her hands in an attitude
of emphatic assertion. Skulking behind her, the novel
coronavirus is a blob of despair. The germ seems to be breaking
out in a sweat, ill at ease with what is being shared.
This cover illustration sets the tone for an 8-page e-booklet
on COVID-19 prepared by UNICEF that demystifies the
infectious disease for children, and also equips them with the
knowledge necessary to keep it at bay
The most remarkable feature of the booklet is that the
illustrations have been made by the children living in Kannagi
Nagar, a resettlement section for many urban poor, off Chennai’s
IT Corridor.
UNICEF has published the e-booklet in collaboration with
InkLink, a voluntary group that seeks to empower communities
through art; and pertinently here, it runs an art-empowerment
program for the children of Kannagi Nagar.

No vaccination, no food: pet owners
worry
While most pets miss out on their regular walk and canine
food, their owners are more worried about being unable to give
them the regular vaccination and check-ups.
For Nagarajan, a resident of South Boag Road who has 6
dogs, the main issue is transportation, even if he can find a vet
to administer the vaccine.
He said it is difficult to transport all the 6 dogs at once.
“While some of them need to take their booster shots, one has
to get her vaccination done for the first time. For each one, it
is a five to 10-minute process, and going by the number of dogs
I have, one trip will stretch over one hour. The issue is the
difficulty in keeping myself outdoors for that much time when
there is a lockdown and risking getting infected,” he said.
Besides, several pet owners also rued that with most pet
shops closed in the city, they are running out of canine food with
no viable alternatives.

“I have been feeding my two dogs with a pedigree
food for several years and they don’t eat anything else.
With no pet shops around and supermarkets rarely stocking
these pet foods, I have no clue how to manage when I run
out of food,” said Varadhan of West Mambalam.

Chennai has so far received
7.525 mcft of water, the highest in recent years.
The flow of Krishna water
from Andhra Pradesh into
Poondi reservoir, one of the
major drinking water sources
of the city, saw a sharp dip on
April 6.
However, it is temporary,
according to the Water Resources Department (WRD).
On April 6, the inter-State
border of Kandaleru Poondi
canal at Uthukottai, Tiruvallur
district received only 65 cusecs
(cubic feet per second).
On an average, about 650
cusecs were received till a few
days ago.
Water travelled an additional
distance of 25 km. to Poondi
reservoir where it is stored and
distributed in Chennai.
Krishna water from the
Kandaleru reservoir played a
significant role in boosting the
storage in the city reservoirs,
including Red Hills and
Chembarambakkam this
year, noted officials.
Chennai has so far received
7.525 mcft of water, the highest volume received in recent
years.
Officials of the WRD said
that the authorities concerned
in Andhra Pradesh have given
an assurance that there will be
an increase in water discharge
from Kandaleru reservoir in a
couple of weeks.
The combined storage in the
four reservoirs, including in
Poondi, stood at 6,321 mcft,
against the capacity of 11,257
mcft. The reservoir in Red Hills
has plenty of water and has a
storage of 2,835 mcft against
its capacity of 3,300 mcft.

Veteran music
director Arjunan
passes away

M. K. Arjunan (a longtime
resident of T. Nagar), who
composed music for more than
700 songs in 200 films and was
regarded as the master of
melody in Malayalam films,
passed away at his home in
Palluruthy in Kerala on April
6.
He was 84, and had lived in T.
Nagar from 1935 to 1983.
From 1973 to 1981, he was
Music Director for all of Sri Sai
Productions movies in which
R. K. Sekhar (A. R. Rehman’s
father) was the Music
Conductor.
Arjunan Master, as he was
fondly called, began his career
by composing for small-time
amateur plays and soon
became a sought-after name.
Later, he began to associate
with top troupes like
Changanassery Geetha,
People’s Theatre, Kalidasa
Kalakendram, Desabhimani
Theatres, Alleppey Theatres
and KPAC. He would go on to
compose around 800 songs for
300 plays.
Later Arjunan established
his identity after making his
debut as a composer in Karutha
Pournami
in
1968.
Sreekumaran Thampi and
Arjunan Master emerged as
the most prolific lyricistcomposer duo in the
Malayalam film industry back
then. They worked together in
50 films and gave a number of
memorable hits.
He received the State award
in 2017 for the movie
Bhayanakam.
Arjunan is also credited with
giving music maestro A. R.
Rahman his break in films as
a keyboard player in the 1981
release Adimachangala.

WhatsApp limits message forwards to
one chat at a time
Facebook-owned WhatsApp has imposed additional
restrictions on how frequently a particular message can be
forwarded.
The popular messaging app has said that any message that
has been forwarded five times or more will now face a new limit
and the user will be prevented from sending the message to
more than one chat at a time.
The restrictions have been imposed to control the spread of
fake news during the coronavirus pandemic.
The limit will kick in when a message has been previously
forwarded five times or more. While you will still be able to send
the message to as many people as you like, you will have to do
it one chat at a time.

Storytelling through online
sessions
In view of the lockdown, Simply Stories, which organises
storytelling sessions in city schools, libraries and public venues,
has come up with an online storytelling platform titled ‘Home
Story Series’ where stories are narrated from myths, folktales
and classics.
“Being storytellers, we thought one way to engage the
denizens (especially children) during lockdown would be through
stories,” said Shweta Balambal, (Co-Founder of Simply
Stories).
The stories cover wide ranging topics including tales from
Chandamama and stories of Vikram and Betal, To join these
story sessions, visit the Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/simplystorie/
Similarly, Pradeep Chakravarthy (a historian), is conducting
online storytelling lessons on Zoom for children to break their
boredom during lockdown and install positive thoughts in them.
At Sevalaya, an organisation that runs a home for children,
boredom had set in, until the children began listening to stories
about various kings of Tamilnadu from him.
He first started these sessions for Oyster Montessori and, on
request, students of Sevalaya also joined in, he said.
The historian holds hour-long sessions, and any child in the
age group of 9-14 years can join after getting in touch with
Ranjith of Swathi Soft Solutions on 96000 98839.
The sessions will be held till the lockdown is in effect.

Youth creates interactive Web
App on COVID-19 information
By Our Staff Reporter
22-year-old Shyam Sundar, curator and licencee of
TEDxNapierBridge, has developed an interactive web app,
chennai.glideapp.io, containing contact details and other
information issued by the government, all in one page.
“The ‘web app’ requires no download which helps in reducing
data requirements and it also ensures user privacy. I update
it every day and the source of every information is mentioned,”
said Shyam.
He has been tracking COVID-19 ever since the warning of
pandemic was issued by Laurie Garrett (Pulitzer winning
Science Journalist) in January.
“When Janata curfew was announced in India, I realised this
would continue for some time,” said Shyam.
He started compiling information from authentic online
sources and segregated it into four categories such as
‘Information’, ‘Helpline’, ‘Organisations offering help’ and
organisations seeking volunteers or donations. For accessing
click on the link https://www.chennai.glideapp.io

Property tax
collection in city
takes a hit
According to a Corporation
official, property tax collection
was stopped on March 15 after
all civic body manpower, irrespective of the department,
was diverted for virus containment work.
During 2018-2019 financial
year, the Corporation had
crossed Rs. 1,000 crores property tax collection for the first
time, collecting Rs. 1,002
crores.

The city corporation had
earlier fixed a property tax
collection target of Rs. 1,350
crores.
However, the State
government’s decision to
postpone property tax hike
affected the collection,
forcing the civic body to
revise the target to Rs 1,000
crores.

KEEP YOUR
SURROUNDINGS
CLEAN AND
GREEN

Train reservations
hint at exodus
from Chennai on
April 15
Hundreds stuck in Chennai
will be heading home once the
lockdown ends on April 15, as
tickets on trains to southern
towns and cities in the
neighbouring states are sold
out already.
Reservation status for
sleeper class tickets on night
trains to Madurai, Tuticorin,
Bengaluru, Thiruvananthapuram, Mumbai and other
cities has hit waitlists and RAC
(reservation against cancellation), hinting at a major
exodus soon after the lockdown
is lifted.
Many who could not return
home because of the COVID19 scare and subsequent
lockdown, are stuck in the city.
Railway officials also expect
a huge outflow of migrant
workers soon after train
services resume.
There is a possibility to run
special trains if the demand for
unreserved class tickets shoots
up on trains to Odisha, West
Bengal and Uttar Pradesh.
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